
Date: 22.06.23 Class: Primary1/2

Achievements
This week we… AOCB

● Lots of musical highlights this week- a drumming session

with Liza and Carol- the children got to try out various

different drums which they all thoroughly enjoyed.

● Liza was in for her last music session of the year (although

we will see her at the graduation ceremony and leaver’s

assembly on Tuesday)- the class enjoyed practising the

songs they have been learning, especially ‘Katie Bairdie’.

● The class also enjoyed their final session of the year with

Rosalind from Kodaly rounding off their learning about

high and low sounds.

● The class enjoyed continuing to rebuild the fort at the top

of ‘big hill’ in the woods. Lots of problem solving and

teamwork going on during this. Lots of children took the

opportunity for some quiet games in the woods- sorting

different leaves, twigs and stone; some creating their own

soups and potions.

● Everyone loved move-up morning, where classes were

given the opportunity to meet their new teachers and

classes- it was lovely to see everyone enjoy bonding with

their new classmates.

● This week in RSHP we discussed feelings by looking at the

stories ‘The Colour Monster’, ‘The Hugasaurus’ and ‘The

Worrysaurus’. We linked this discussion to our novel,

‘Charlotte’s Web’ and did a piece of writing based on a

character and their feelings.

● The class have enjoyed revising their spelling and phonics

patterns through games and have enjoyed playing a

variety of maths games with partners. They have

particularly enjoyed using the Chrome Books for these this

week.

● As a whole the class are quite tired and have liked

opportunities for quiet independent reading or

mindfulness colouring.

● The class created pieces of artwork using a ruler to create

straight lines across a page and then colour in creating a

pattern- the effects were very good.

● Woodland Walk and Talk on

Monday to see the boards

created by P6

● Wednesday woods AM

● Wednesday Movie

afternoon- remember you

can bring your PJ’s and a

teddy- snacks will be

provided.

Question stems for discussion at home:



Date: 22.06.23 Class: Primary1/2
What was the most

enjoyable part of your
week?

Tell me one thing that you
learnt this week…

What did you find tricky
this week?

What did you do in class
this week that you want to

try again? Why?


